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Abstract
Making product titles informative and concise is vital to delighting e-commerce customers. Recent advances have
successfully applied monolingual product title summarization to shorten lengthy product titles. This paper explores
the cross-lingual product title generation task that summarizes and translates the source language product title to a
shortened product title in the target language. Our main contributions are as follows, (i) we investigate the optimal
product title length within the scope of e-commerce localization, (ii) we introduce a simple yet effective data filtering
technique to train a length-aware machine translation system and compare it to a publicly available LLM, (iii) we
propose an automatic approach to validate experimental results using an open-source LLM without human input and
show that these evaluation results are consistent with human preferences.
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1. Introduction
With e-commerce shopping websites being local-
ized worldwide, products are accessible in differ-
ent languages through worldwide stores. Moreover,
customers are provided with options to browse prod-
ucts in their preferred language other than the pri-
mary language of the store. To accomplish this,
modern e-commerce stores enable multi-lingual
product discovery (Rücklé et al., 2019; Nie, 2010;
Saleh and Pecina, 2020; Bi et al., 2020; Jiang et al.,
2020; Lowndes and Vasudevan, 2021) as well as lo-
calizing product information such as titles using ma-
chine translation (MT) systems (Way, 2013; Guha
and Heger, 2014; Zhou et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2021).

Localized catalogs (e.g. Amazon, Walmart) con-
tain a large number of products with lengthy titles
which are often difficult to read or exceed screen
size limits (Zhang et al., 2021; Rozen et al., 2021).
This can lead to poor customer experience, espe-
cially when titles are used in other contexts such
as being read aloud by voice assistants. One rea-
son why localized titles are lengthy is due to their
source title: 65% of product titles contain 15 or
more words (Rozen et al., 2021) and often inten-
tionally lengthened by online sellers by including re-
dundant keywords and additional product attributes
for the purpose of search engine optimization (Xiao
and Munro, 2019). Additionally, title length can
increase during translation depending on the lan-
guage pair. Thus, an additional step is required to
optimally localize the lengthy title by adhering to the
Grice’s maxim of quantity, i.e. to be informative as
required and no more, no less. We hereby refer to
this task as “cross-lingual product title generation”
(CPTG).

Below is an example of a CPTG task, where a
English product title is optimized to a succinct form
in Spanish. In the Spanish translation, redundant
keywords and extraneous product attributes from
the source title are removed.
Input: Rainberg 32cm Frying Pan, Granite
Frying Pan Nonstick Coating, Anti-Scratch Pans,
Non-Stick Frying Pans, Stone Frying Pan,
Induction Compatible, Best Christmas Present,
Gift Pack Box. (32cm)
Output: Rainberg Sartén de granito con
revestimiento antiadherente (32 cm)

In an industry setting, cross-lingual product title
generation (CPTG) typically consist of length op-
timization and localization as two separate steps:
1. Length optimization employs techniques such
as monolingual summarization (Sun et al., 2018;
Fetahu et al., 2023), text truncation (Wang et al.,
2020; Guan et al., 2022) and manual editing. 2.
Localization uses machine translation either before
or after length optimization.

It is desirable to combine these two steps into
one for this CPTG task to reduce operational cost
and overhead. To our knowledge the task of jointly
accomplishing summarization and machine trans-
lation for product titles in e-commerce has not been
explored. As neural machine translation (NMT) sys-
tems are common in production for localization in
e-commerce, it will be convenient to make NMT ac-
complish both translation and title length optimiza-
tion in one step. This has the benefit of reducing
business complexity and hosting costs.

Therefore in this paper, we first analyse the prod-
uct title length change during localization. Second,
we propose a simple yet effective data filtering tech-
nique to train NMT to be aware of product title length
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optimization. Moreover, multilingual large language
models (LLMs) have recently shown promising re-
sults on machine translation and summarization
tasks and have shown potential to perform both
summarization and translation as a single task for
certain language pairs. Thus, we also investigate
jointly summarizing and translating e-commerce
product titles using Large Language Models (LLMs).
To validate the effectiveness of using LLMs for the
CPTG task, we compare its performance with a
smaller NMT system trained for the CPTG task (less
than 1 billion parameters). Finally, we propose an
novel approach to validate the experimental results
using an open source LLM model without human
inputs and we show that the evaluation results are
consistent with human preferences.

For the rest of the paper, Section 2 discusses
the product title length change during localization.
Section 3 introduces the architectures we are com-
paring for the CPTG task. Section 4 proposes an
novel way to evaluate experimental results using
an LLM with human validation. Section 5 describes
the experimental setup. Section 6 presents the re-
sults. Section 7 is related work and we conclude in
Section 8.

2. Product Title Length Change
During Localization

We observe that some language pairs have longer
product title translations than the source. We sam-
pled hundreds of thousands of source product ti-
tles from catalogs, translated them, and calculated
the character length ratio of the title translation
and source title in Table 1. We find that product
title translations tend to be longer for language
pairs like English-Spanish and English-German
and shorter for pairs such as German-Italian and
English-Japanese. The length increase or de-
crease in the product title translation can be in-
fluenced by the target language’s grammar, syntax,
or even cultural differences. For example, “week-
end” in English is “el fin de semana” in Spanish.
Thus, in addition to lengthy source product title
lengths, their length can also increase during the
localization process.

Language pair
with longer title
translations

TS Ratio
Language pair
with shorter title
translations

TS Ratio

English-Spanish 1.18 German-Italian 0.98
German-Polish 1.08 German-Swedish 0.95
English-German 1.05 German-Chinese 0.52
English-Italian 1.11 English-Japanese 0.65
English-Portuguese 1.12 English-Arabic 0.95
English-Polish 1.16 French-English 0.85

Table 1: Language pairs with shorter (TS Ratio<1)
and longer (TS Ratio>1) product title translations.
TS ratio: Length of Target/Length of Source (mea-
sured in characters)

3. Architectures

3.1. Encoder-Decoder Neural Machine
Translation with Length Optimization

We propose the following mechanism to select
bilingual data and fine-tune an encoder-decoder
transformer-based Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) model to translate and summarize prod-
uct information. The data selection approach is
to grounded on the length ratio of the target text
and source text as follows:

R =
Ltgt

Lsrc
(1)

Select =

{
1 if R ≤ T

0 otherwise
where Lsrc is the length of the source text, Ltgt

the length of the target text, R the length ratio, and
T as a fixed length ratio threshold.

Intuitively, we select source and target text pairs
to fine-tune a machine translation model if the ob-
served length ratio, R, is less than a fixed threshold,
T . This allows the model to gradually learn to gen-
erate shorter translations than the source inputs,
thereby developing a tendency to optimize length.
There are two main advantages of this length ratio-
based approach over applying summarization and
translation as two steps: (i) it circumvents the need
to create bilingual data through pre-summarizing
the source input or post-summarizing the translated
output, (ii) the length ratio threshold T is adjustable
for the given language pair, enabling adaptation to
different business requirements.

3.2. Prompt-based Cross-lingual
Generation using Large Language
Models

Prompting has highlighted various emergent ca-
pabilities of Large Language Models (LLMs) (Wei
et al., 2022a,b; Kojima et al., 2023; Wang et al.,
2022). We use Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct1, a
publicly available LLM, to translate and summarize
the English source product title into the expected tar-
get language through prompting using the following
prompt template. Brackets (<>) are placeholders
and substituted with relevant text.
Prompt Template:
Below i s a product t i t l e i n Engl ish :

<source product t i t l e tex t >

Please t r a n s l a t e i t i n t o < t a r g e t language > as shor t
as poss ib le and in the f o l l o w i n g JSON format : {
" output " : "< shortened t r a n s l a t i o n >" } .

Do not inc lude other i n f o rma t i on i n the output .

1https://huggingface.co/mistralai/
Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct-v0.1

https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct-v0.1
https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct-v0.1
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4. Evaluation with LLM and Human
Validation

4.1. Evaluation with LLM using Test Data
without Gold Standard Labels

In an industry setting, proof-of-concept experiments
like the CPTG task often do not warrant sufficient
resources to be spent on data annotation or pur-
chases. Instead, we propose using the following in-
practice evaluation scenario when we first conduct
the CPTG task. For this task, we used Mixtral-
8x7B-Instruct, an open-source LLM chosen for
its multilingual abilities, as an evaluator by provid-
ing prompts to determine the quality of the CPTG
output using the following template.
Prompt Template:
You are a Engl ish to < t a r g e t language > t r a n s l a t i o n

exper t rev iewing product t i t l e t r a n s l a t i o n s .
Please evaluate i f the provided t i t l e i n < t a r g e t

language > i s good summary o f the Engl ish
product t i t l e .

Below i s the Engl ish t i t l e :
<Engl ish t i t l e >

Below i s the t i t l e i n < t a r g e t language > :
< t i t l e t r a n s l a t i o n >

Here are i n s t r u c t i o n s on how to evaluate :
Respond 2 i f the t i t l e i n < t a r g e t language >

t r a n s l a t i o n i s sho r te r than the Engl ish t i t l e ,
have a l l o f the key product i n f o rma t i on from
the Engl ish t i t l e , and key in fo rma t i on i n <
t a r g e t language > are c o r r e c t t r a n s l a t i o n s .

Respond 1 i f the t i t l e i n < t a r g e t language >
t r a n s l a t i o n i s sho r te r than the Engl ish t i t l e ,
have some of the key product i n f o rma t i on from
the Engl ish t i t l e , and key in fo rma t i on i n <
t a r g e t language > are c o r r e c t t r a n s l a t i o n s .

Respond 0 i f the t i t l e i n < t a r g e t language >
t r a n s l a t i o n i s sho r te r than the Engl ish t i t l e ,
have l i t t l e o f the key product i n f o rma t i on from

the Engl ish t i t l e , and key in fo rma t i on i n <
t a r g e t language > are i n c o r r e c t t r a n s l a t i o n s .

Casing i s not impor tan t .
Return your response i n JSON format w i th the ' l abe l

' key con ta in ing your answer and ' reason ' key
con ta in ing a concise j u s t i f i c a t i o n o f your
answer as { " l a b e l " : <answer> , " reason " : <your
reasoning > } , ) .

Please make sure the output i s i n JSON format .

And the expected output from the prompt above is
as follows:

{ " l a b e l " : 1 , " reason " : <reason > }

4.2. Validating a Sample of the Test Data
with Human Translators

Despite the less than standard approach to test
set evaluation in industrial systems as presented in
Section 4, we propose to monitor the systems by
periodically sampling production traffic for newer ex-
perimental systems (Cabrera et al., 2023). This de-
viates from typical offline evaluation methods where

a full gold standard corpus with human annotations
is available from the beginning of the experiment. In
practice, it is often the regular sub-sampling from
production traffic that eventually builds an incre-
mental gold standard corpus over time.2,3

5. Experimental Setup

Language pairs: To compare the architectures
described in Section 3, we evaluate them across
two language pairs for the CPTG task, English to
German (EN-DE) and English to Spanish (EN-ES).

Encoder-Decoder NMT and LLM-based models:
We refer to the length-optimized fine-tuned
Encoder-Decoder NMT model as “Summarly”, and
the LLM translator as “Mixtral”. A base neural
machine translation model (hereby referred to as
“Baseline MT”) was used to fine-tune Summarly.
Baseline MT consists of a 20 encoder and 2
decoder layer transformer trained using the
Sockeye MT toolkit (Hieber et al., 2022) using
a large quantity of bilingual generic web data
and catalogue product data (product titles, bullet
points and description). To fine-tune Summarly,
we sampled ∼800k EN-ES bilingual product titles
with a length ratio T set at 0.7 and ∼270k EN-DE
segments with T set at 0.8. Development sets of
2000 segments with respective length ratios for the
language pairs were created separately for model
validation during the fine-tuning process.

Test set for LLM evaluation and human valida-
tion: We sampled 2000 English source product
titles with more than 200 characters from the US
store. We chose this length to adhere to common ti-
tle length guidelines specified on e-commerce sites
4,5,6. Furthermore, we also sub-sampled 200 seg-
ments from the test set obtained two versions of
translated titles generated by Summarly and Mix-
tral. We then provided human raters with these
outputs and an evaluation guideline to choose the
preferred translation for each language pair.

2https://www.splunk.com/en_us/blog/it/
building-an-ai-assistant-for-splunk.html

3https://www.oreilly.com/library/
view/responsible-machine-learning/
9781492090878/

4https://sellercentral.amazon.
com/help/hub/reference/external/
GYTR6SYGFA5E3EQC

5https://www.ebay.com/sellercenter/
listings/listing-best-practices

6https://www.etsy.com/seller-handbook/
article/366470356778

https://www.splunk.com/en_us/blog/it/building-an-ai-assistant-for-splunk.html
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/blog/it/building-an-ai-assistant-for-splunk.html
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/responsible-machine-learning/9781492090878/
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/responsible-machine-learning/9781492090878/
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/responsible-machine-learning/9781492090878/
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/external/GYTR6SYGFA5E3EQC
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/external/GYTR6SYGFA5E3EQC
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/external/GYTR6SYGFA5E3EQC
https://www.ebay.com/sellercenter/listings/listing-best-practices
https://www.ebay.com/sellercenter/listings/listing-best-practices
https://www.etsy.com/seller-handbook/article/366470356778
https://www.etsy.com/seller-handbook/article/366470356778
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6. Results and Analysis

6.1. Length Analysis of Generated
Product Titles

Tables 2 and 3 analyze the length of the localized
titles from the two models. Both Summarly and Mix-
tral models are able to translate product titles with
shorter lengths. However the Summarly model’s
optimization is more consistent than Mixtral, with
99% and 92% of test cases being under 200 char-
acters for the two language pairs.

Baseline MT Summarly Mixtral
Avg. length (in char) 194 155 136.6
Shorter (<200 char) % 52.3% 92.8% 92.2%
Shorter (<Baseline MT) % n/a 94.1% 91.7%

Table 2: Title generation length analysis for EN-DE

Baseline MT Summarly Mixtral
Avg. length (in character) 226 127 148.8
Shorter (<200 char) % 2.6% 99.4% 83.1%
Shorter (<Baseline MT) % n/a 99.9% 92.7%

Table 3: Title generation length analysis for EN-ES

6.2. Evaluating Title Quality with an LLM
Table 4 presents the LLM evaluation result. The
table represents the number of title translations
with respective quality scores assessed by the
Mixtral LLM evaluator using the prompt template
described in Section 4. Title translations scored
with 1 or 2 are considered high-quality title trans-
lations, while those scored with 0 are considered
low-quality. Across the two language pairs, both
Summarly and Mixtral return high-quality summa-
rized titles for over 90% of the test sets. Results
show that Summarly generated high-quality title
translations for 98% and 93% of the tests set for
EN-DE and EN-ES respectively, while Mixtral gen-
erated high-quality translations for 93% and 91%
of the test set for the two language pairs. Note that
the LLM evaluator generated either empty outputs
or an invalid JSON output for a subset of evaluation
results, ranging between 1.8% and 6.3% across
the two test sets.

Examples in the Table 5 show that Summarly
not only translated product titles with a more opti-
mized length, but also learned to the summarize.
In Example 1, Summarly translates the product title
from English to German that are shorter in length
while also preserving the key product information.
Although the generated product title from Mixtral
also preserves key information, its translations are
less accurate than Summarly. Example 2 shows
Summarly’s ability to summarize explicitly for length
optimization, where “...for Kids 3 4 5 6 7 8 Years

Old” in the source title is summarized to “para niños
de 3 a 8 años” in Spanish.

EN-DE EN-ES
Summarly Mixtral Summarly Mixtral

# Score 0 0.05% 3.35% 0.65% 3.55%
# Score 1 5.15% 9.65% 40.45% 19.75%
# Score 2 92.95% 83.40% 52.60% 71.90%

High quality
(# Score 1 and 2)

98.10% 93.05% 93.05% 91.65%

No results 1.85% 3.60% 6.33% 4.80%

Table 4: Evaluation of Title Quality by Mixtral LLM

6.3. Human Validation
We sampled 200 translations from Summarly and
Mixtral from the test set and asked a human trans-
lator to choose the preferred translation for each
language pair. Translators were given similar in-
structions to those used in the prompt template for
the Mixtral LLM to evaluate these translations, fo-
cusing on translation quality and coverage of key
product information coverage. Table 6 presents the
results of the human preference of the translations
from Summarly and Mixtral. Human validation re-
sults were similar to those by the LLM in Table 4,
where Summarly’s title translations were preferred
over Mixtral. This also indicates the validity of the
evaluation method described in Section 3.2 to eval-
uate translation and summarization quality using a
LLM in lieu of human evaluations, similar to modern
neural machine translation evaluation metrics like
GEMBA (Kocmi and Federmann, 2023b,a).

Summarly Mixtral Tie
EN-DE 120 (60%) 23 (12%) 57 (28%)
EN-ES 120 (60%) 19 (10%) 60 (30%)

Table 6: Human validation of test samples

6.4. Interpretation of the LLM Evaluation
and Human Validation Results

Our analysis of LLM evaluation and human valida-
tion (Tables 4 and 6) provide insights into whether
title quality evaluations between competing models
(Summarly and Mixtral) are consistent between an
LLM and human judgment. However, this approach
has limitations. While using LLMs to automate qual-
ity evaluations of localized product titles by an LLM
can provide insights to stakeholders, they may not
accurately reflect its assessment across the en-
tire production traffic. Nevertheless, our findings
provide a signal to further invest in the industrial
capabilities of the CPTG task with the following
recommendations: (1) Deploy a baseline model
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Example 1 (English to German)
Source Title Baking Parchment Paper, Non-Stick Rounds Greaseproof Baking Sheets Cake Pans Circle

Cake Tin Liners Burger Discs Extra Thick - 100 Pcs/Pack (7.6cm(3")))
Baseline MT Backpapier, antihaftbeschichtet, rund, fettdicht, Backbleche, Kuchenformen, runde Kuchenfor-

men, Burgerscheiben, extra dick, 100 Stück/Packung (7,6 cm)
Summarly Backpapier, antihaftbeschichtet, rund, fettdicht, für Kuchenformen, extra dick, 100 Stück/Pack-

ung (7,6 cm)
Mixtral Backpapier: 100 Stück/Pack (7,6 cm), nicht-anhaftend, rund, extra dick)

Example 2 (English to Spanish)
Source Title Dinosaur Gift Toys - Dinosaur Arts and Crafts Painting kit Including 12 Cute Dinosaur Figures,

DIY Creative Toy Gift for Kids 3 4 5 6 7 8 Years Old
Baseline MT Juguetes de regalo de dinosaurio – Kit de pintura de arte y manualidades de dinosaurios que

incluye 12 lindas figuras de dinosaurio, juguete creativo de bricolaje para niños de 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8 años

Summarly Juguetes de pintura de dinosaurios, incluye 12 figuras de dinosaurios, juguete creativo para
niños de 3 a 8 años

Mixtral Juguetes regalo de dinosaurio para niños y niñas a partir de 3 años - Kit de pintura y artesanía
de 12 figuras de dinosaurios + juguete creativo DIY

Table 5: Cross-lingual product title generation examples

to a production setting to test actual customer ex-
perience. (2) Develop a competing newer archi-
tecture model that can be improved before it can
replace the baseline. (3) Deploy an LLM to to mon-
itor production traffic and automatically evaluate
localized title quality at scale. (4) Simultaneously,
sub-sample localized titles and assessments by
the LLM to perform human validation to ensure the
evaluation model is aligned with human judgments.

7. Related Work

To address the issue of overly lengthy titles, Sun
et al. (2018) introduced the task of Product Title
Summarization (PTS) to extract a natural represen-
tation of the product while retaining key product
details. Recent approaches also use instruction-
tuned LLMs to summarize product titles (Fetahu
et al., 2023). However, these summarization sys-
tems generally focus on the summarization task,
which are then cascaded with machine transla-
tion systems to carry out the localization task in
industry settings. Although length optimization has
been widely studied in machine translation for video
subtitle and speech-related domains (Yang et al.,
2020; Lakew et al., 2021, 2022), to the best of
our knowledge we are not aware of prior work on
length-optimized machine translation specifically
for e-commerce product catalogs.

8. Conclusion

We discussed the issue of lengthy product title
translations which can occur during the localiza-
tion process in the e-commerce domain, and pro-

posed the Cross-lingual Product Title Generation
(CPTG) task to address such cases. We introduced
an automatic, prompt-based evaluation method to
evaluate CPTG models without human inputs, us-
ing an open-source Mixtral model to compare a
length-aware, encoder-decoder transformer-based
machine translation model (Summarly) against an
LLM (Mixtral). Finally, we validated that the au-
tomatic prompt-based evaluation method results
align with human assessments, showing that lo-
calized titles generated by Summarly outputs were
overall preferred over those generated by Mixtral.
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